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Abstract - Policy-based Network Management (PBNM) in
the Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANETs) requires additional
reliable and efficient mechanism over PBNM in wired
networks. It is important that  the management system in
MANETs should cluster the moving nodes and manage their
movements in an effective manner. In this paper, we propose
a mechanism for the policy-based management in ad hoc
networks in which we discuss methods to discover the Policy
Decision Point (PDP), set the management area, and manage
the movements of nodes in  the PBNM system. Moreover,
COPS-PR is extended for the mechanism. Finally, we discuss
the results through simulations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Mobile ad hoc networks have created many research
areas in the last several years. In the management field of
MANETs, data collecting and monitoring have been the
main topics for research, and recent research activities in
the field of policy-based network management have been
increased in order to provide QoS mechanisms for
MANETs. In order to manage MANETs properly with the
merits of  the PBNM, an efficient, lightweight, reliable,
and robust provisioning mechanism should be assumed.
Many successful research results have been proposed and
some of PBNM systems have considered the proactive
routing algorithms. Assumption about the underlying
routing algorithm is due to the mobility and unstableness
of MANET itself. However, it looks inefficient to add
additional routing algorithm for the management system
because it may cause additional load to the mobile node
which is usually supposed to have little resources.

In this the PBNM system should not consider the
underlying routing algorithm and should be able to
manage the network for both proactively and reactively
routed networks. In this paper,  a framework is proposed
that uses a method for clustering and managing nodes for
which the policy servers may be distributed and any node
can find its server efficiently. We assume that the policy
server can easily access its policy repository.

II. RELATED WORK

Recently, researchers have proposed several algorithms
for management  in adhoc networks. The Ad hoc Network
Management Protocol (ANMP) [1] is efficient for
collecting data and monitoring, as it is an extension to
SNMP for management  in mobile ad hoc networks, but it
lacks some features for network provisioning. In [2] and
[3] authors have proposed k-hop clustering, Dynamic
Service Redundancy (DynaSeR), and automated service

discovery as the mechanism for policy-based management
in MANETs. However, these algorithms require topology
information for managing the network, therefore, OLSR
(Optimized Link State Routing) [4] is used as the
underlying routing protocol. Also, k-hop clustering does
not support nodes outside the k-hop range. As join, leave
and move may frequently occur in MANETs, it is not easy
to determine the optimum k-hop size. Thus, a new
approach is needed to effectively manage nodes and
administer their mobility.

III. POLICY-BASED NETWORK MANAGEMENT
IN MANETS

In this section, we adjust the COPS-PR [5] protocol for
ad hoc network environments. As our system is intended
to use policy-based management in MANETs, COPS-PR
is selected as the protocol for QoS provisioning and
management on the basis of our study of existing literature
[6], [7], [8].  COPS-PR, an extension of COPS [9],  is a
protocol for providing an efficient and reliable means for a
policy server (PDP) to provision multiple network devices
(PEPs). It has  several features for efficient management
such as, event-driven control (i.e., no polling) and
asynchronous notification,  structured row level access and
transactional model, support for fault tolerance and
security mechanisms, and reliable transport using
persistent TCP connections. Multiple PDPs are assumed to
be present in the network. We also propose mechanisms to
discover PDPs in  the network: Active PDP discovery
and PDP selection.

In the multiple PDP architecture of PBNM, each PEP
(Policy Enforcement Point) should effectively discover
available PDPs and select the optimum PDP from the
discovered available PDPs. In [2], [3] and [10], the PDP
regularly broadcasts the advertisement message and the
PEP selects an appropriate  PDP from these messages and
joins the policy-based management service of the PDP.
However, this approach introduces  several problems. The
information that the PEP wants to get is just about the
nearest PDP – the PDP with the smallest hop-count. If a
PEP has already found and joined a proper PDP, it must
discard many broadcast messages from several other PDPs.
The more PDPs increase in number, the larger the network
load will be due to the increase in broadcasted messages.

We propose a mechanism that has PEPs actively
discovering a PDP as opposed to using the broadcasted
messages from the PDPs. In our architecture, the PEP
should initiate the protocol to associate itself with a PDP
and follow the policies of   the PDP. The PDP/PEP
relationship is established by the PEP’s active searching.
Since the protocol between them is the COPS-PR, the PDP
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maintains information on the PEPs in its area by using
regular keep-alive messages of  the extended COPS-PR.
The  PEP needs to send  a message to find a PDP in the
following three cases: (i) A new PEP is created or
inserted; (ii) The PDP to which  the PEP belongs send a
FOP (Find Other PDP) message (described in 4.2 section);
(iii) the connection between PEP and PDP breaks. The
PREQ (PDP request) message that requests information on
PDPs  is broadcast by the PEP  to its one-hop neighbors.
Figure 1 shows the PREQ message

Packet-Type Source Address Seq_Num TTL

Fig. 1. PDP Request Message

For PREQ, the packet-type is 1. The source address is
the   PEP’s address that initiates the request message.
Seq_Num is a sequence number used  to avoid duplicate
messages. TTL means scope of the broadcast, but is set as
1 - the default value.

Any node that receives the PREQ message can reply
back to the PEP. The reply message is called PREP (PDP
Reply) message and its message format is shown in figure
2.

Packet-
Type

PDP-
Information

Seq_
Num

PDP
Address

PDP
hop

Fig.2. PDP Reply Message

The packet-type is 2 for PREP. When PDP-information
is 0, it means that it has information about the PDP. The
PDP Address field consists of the PDP address to which it
currently belongs and the PDP hop field consists of the hop
count value between itself and its PDP. When PDP-
information is 1,  the node itself is the PDP, the PDP
address field has its own address and the PDP hop field has
a value of zero. The value of Seq_Num field is the same
as the sequence number of the request message.

The PDP discovery procedure is shown in figure 3. The
PDPs are distributed and named as A, B and C. Each
PDP’s management area is demarcated by dashed lines. If
node 4 needs information about PDPs, it broadcasts PREQ
(PDP request) message to nodes 1, 2 and 3 which are one
hop away from node 4. Each of nodes 1, 2 and 3 has
information of its PDP; it inserts the PDP information into
the PREP (PDP reply) message and sends it back to node 4
as a unicast message. When node 4 receives the PREP
messages from nodes 1, 2 and 3, it begins with checking
the PDP-Information value. If it is 0, the PEP adds the PDP
address and its hop count to the temporary list maintained
by PEP. The hop count should be the value as the received
hop count plus one. If the newly added PDP address was
already in the temporary list and the new PDP hop count
value is  less than the existing one, the PEP updates the
value in the temporary list. The procedure is repeated
whenever the PEP receives the PREP message during a
specific interval for a sent PREQ, and the temporary list is
sorted such that entry with least PDP hop count is ranked
first. The PDP temporary list in figure 3 is made by using
information in PREP messages from nodes 1, 2 and 3. The
PEP node 4 sends the COPS-OPN (Open) message to the

PDP node A  that has the highest priority in  the PDP
temporary list, and if it   succeeds in establishing a
connection with node A, it removes the temporary list but
keeps the PDP node’s address and PDP hop count in a
cache. In the second case, if the value in the PDP-
information field is 1, which shows that the responding
node itself is the PDP, the PEP stops searching and
attempts to connect to the PDP.

As explained earlier, this mechanism can reduce the
network load that the PDP broadcast causes since the PEP
node broadcasts a PREQ message only to 1-hop neighbors.
Through this mechanism any PEP can find the appropriate
PDP and utilize its policies.

Fig.3. PDP Discovery Procedure

A. PDP Management Area and PEP Movement
MANET topology can be highly dynamic due to

autonomous mobility of nodes. In our proposed system no
routing algorithm is assumed, the system uses dynamic
clustering and does not make use of the topology
information.
A.1 Management Node List (MNL)

In our scheme, the PEP node that wants to search for a
PDP actively broadcasts its own message to query the PDP
information and attempts to connect to  the nearest PDP
based on the hop count value. After the PEP succeeds in
connecting to a PDP, the PDP adds the PEP entry to MNL.
The entry  includes PEP Address and hop count
representing distance between them. From this  list, PDP
can appropriately recognize PEPs  in the list and manage
them without any control messages for clustering.
B. PEP Movement Management

Whenever the PEP moves away from the PDP, the PDP
should grasp whether the PEP resides in the management
area or not, and helps the PEP establish a relationship with
another PDP. In the COPS-PR, a PDP exchanges KA
(Keep Alive) messages to check the connection between
the PDP and its PEP. We extend the COPS-PR to add a
PEP Address field and hop-count field in a KA message.
Through the extension, whenever the PDP receives a KA
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message from a PEP, the PDP compares the PEP Address
and hop count fields of the KA message with entry values
of MNL. If the hop count in the KA message is smaller
than the hop count of MNL, the PDP updates MNL.
However, if greater,  the PDP recognizes that the PEP is
outside the current management area of the PDP and sends
a FOP message to the PEP. When the PEP receives the
FOP message, it searches for a new PDP through the
procedure described in section 3.1. Although a PEP
receives the FOP message, if  the highest ranked PDP
returned is still the current PDP, the relationship between
the PDP and the PEP is maintained and the PDP updates
the MNL. This means that the PEP can leave the current
PDP only  if it finds a new PDP that is nearer than the
current PDP. Figure 4 shows how a PDP manages the
movement of a PEP. PDP node A recognizes that node 7
moved out of management area by comparing the hop-
count of the received KA message with hop-count of
MNL. It then sends a FOP message to node 7.

PDPs and moving rate of nodes. From figure 5, we can
know that although the number of PDPs increases, the
frequency of PREQ messages does not show large
increase. The number of PREQ messages is shown to be
affected sensitively from the moving rate of nodes. It
means that as the moving rate of nodes increases, the
topology changes and the number of PREQ messages to
search the nearest PDP server also increases. In figure 6,
the number of COPS connections increase according to the
change. It also means that as  the moving rate of nodes
increases, the number of PREQ messages and COPS
connections largely increase.

Figure 7 and 8 show number of PREQ messages and
COPS connections according to the moving rate of nodes
in case of DSDV routing protocol. They show almost the
same results as in figures 5 and 6. It proves that our
mechanism is independent of the routing algorithms.
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Fig.5. Variation of the number of PREQ messages using
AODV

Fig. 4. PEP Movement Management

IV SIMULATION

We have proposed Active PDP discovery, PDP selection,
and movement management for policy-based management
in MANETs. The proposed system is simulated with NS-2
[11]. The simulation environment is composed of Two
Ray Ground for the propagation model, Omni Antenna for
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the antenna model, 802.11 MAC, DSDV(Destination
Sequenced Distance Vector)[12], and AODV(Ad hoc On
Demand Distance Vector)[13]. The Random way point is
selected as the node movement model. The simulation
scenario is as follows: we uniformly distribute 100 nodes
in a space of 1000 x 1000 m2, and PDPs are randomly
selected among 100 nodes. While the number of PDPs and
moving rates of the nodes increase, the number of PREQ
messages and the number of COPS connections are
measured in each case of DSDV as the proactive routing
protocol and AODV as the reactive routing protocol. We
did the simulation 10 times during 600 seconds and made
performance data with the average of the measured values.

For AODV routing protocol, figure 5 and 6 show
variation of the average number of PREQ messages and
COPS connections according to change of number of the

Fig. 6. Variation of the number of COPS Connections
using AODV s
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Fig. 7. Variation of the number of PREQ messages using
DSDV
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nodes
Figure 9, 10 and 11   show the number of PREQ

messages in cases when the number of nodes is 20, 50 and
100 with the velocity of 5, 10 and 20(m/s). When a PDP
goes down at 60 seconds, PREQ messages increase
instantly. This is because PEP nodes perceive the
breakdown of their PDP and try to search for a new PDP.
However, the number of PREQ messages rapidly
stabilizes.

V. CONCLUSION

Fig. 8. Variation of the number of COPS connections
using DSDV

In some cases one or more PDPs can abruptly go down.
We considered the effect of a PDP going down. This was
simulated with three PDPs, considering the number of the
PEP nodes and their velocity. After 60 seconds, the
locations of the nodes are considered randomized enough.

PREQ messages was counted in 5 second intervals.
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In this paper, we proposed mechanisms for MANET
management in PBNM architecture. For this proposed
system, we have designed it without taking into
consideration any particular routing protocol, although
previous works use the proactive routing algorithms in
order to use the topology information for the MANET. In
our approach, we have proposed active PDP discovery,
how the PDP manages the PEP, and PEP movement

The simulation results show the effects of the number of
PDPs and moving rates of the mobile nodes. We see that,
as the moving rate increases, the PREQ messages and the
COPS connections also increase accordingly. The results
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also show that although the topology changes frequently,
PEPs can efficiently search and select the appropriate
PDPs. The PREQ message is a broadcast message with a
restriction of one hop. Thus, it affects only neighbor nodes,
and an increase of PREQ messages does not put extra load
on the entire network. The results are almost same in both

Fig. 9. Effect of PDP’s breakdown in case of 20 PEP nodes cases of proactive and reactive routing protocols. We also
considered the effect of a PDP going down. From the
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further research, we may consider load balancing of PDPs,
develop proper policy specific to MANETs, and so on.
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